The Hager 2-679-0705 power booster is an installer friendly module designed to work with electronic devices that have a high surge current draw such as the Hager 4500/4600 ELR Electric Latch Retraction.

**Operation**
When N/O access control input is activated, the relay will activate and send up to 16 amps inrush to either output.

If the access control input remains closed the power booster can continue sending up to 1 amp to the load for operations such as electric dogging.

**ELECTRICAL DATA**

24vdc Input Voltage.
85mA Idle current draw.
Dry N/O trigger input ONLY.
2 – Fail safe only outputs.
16A Surge output.
1A Continuous output.
Size: 3.25” (83mm) W x 2.00” (51mm) H.
Works with Hager 2909 Power Supply. Requires 1 Module space.
Supplied with mounting screws and standoffs for J-box mounting.